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The desert will blossom with flowers.
Yes, there will be an abundance of flowers and singing and joy!
-Isaiah 35:1,2
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The Cover:
April showers bring an abundance of wildflowers to the desert. Our cover photo is a poppy
spread near Mt. Graham, Arizona. Photo by David Muench.
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OUR REOERS WRITE

DFF-SEHSOn IS JUST HS

BEHUTIFUL

NAMED AFTER DATE TOWN
Dear Desert Magazine: Thank you! In your
March 1980 issue you put an article about
dates. Well you mentioned Valerie Jean Date
Shop in Thermal (Calif.). Well my name is
Valerie Jean Ostberg. I WiS named after that
town. At least it was a town 22 years ago. My
dad was on a hunting trip and when he saw
this town he told his friend he was going to
name his first girl Valerie Jean. So here I am.
I'm 12 Vi years old.
Valerie lean Ostberg
Pasadena, Calif.

It's the greatest for summer family fun.
Wahweap, Bullfrog and Hite resorts/marinas
are open year around, but you really should
try us in the spring, fall and winter...
Not only for moderate temperatures,fbetter
fishing and less crowded conditions, but for

Savings to
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Send color and rate brochures on
Wahweap, Bullfrog and Hile resorts/marinas

Name
Address „

I
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City _

Lake Powell Resorts B marinas DM

THE GREAT LAND CRAB
An article about the late William F. Keys and
his fight to keep his land in Joshua Tree
would be interesting. I had the pleasure of
knowing him. He had some mining claims
next to ours in the Granite Mountain range.
While laying out our claims we discovered
Adams Well which we had looked for several
times. It is a work of art the way it was built.
It is 53-feet deep and perfectly cribbed all the
way.
Joe Nemie
Lodi, Calif.
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Box 29040, Phoenix, AZ 85038
_
New central reservations system:
West of Mississippi call toll-free 1-800-528-6154. ]
In Arizona, call (602) 264-8466.

THOMAS L "PECLEC" SMITH IS BACK
About 1914 a Mexican employed by a Fresno
(Calif.) dentist as a rose gardener was
traveling from the Colorado River to the town
of Mojave, being careful to avoid certain
authorities because he was in this country illegally. En route he came across a hill and a
small box-shaped butte in a crater-like valley.
The interesting thing about this hill was that
our Mexican friend found that scattered along
its base were large, round, black-coated
nuggets.
The dentist employer, whom the Mexican
gave a map to the find, didn't look for the
gold but gave the map to a lady chiropractor
called "Dr. Susan." The latter had Ken Marquise look for the crater as she was physically
unable to venture into the desert on foot.
In 1955, the same year Dr. Susan died, a
rockhound sat down on the side of a hill for a
late morning rest and that hill was the same
one the Mexican gardener had found 40 years
before. This fortunate man revealed the story
of his discovery of the black gold to Desert
Magazine beginning in 1965.
However this black gold deposit is not the
one found by Thomas L. "Pegleg" Smith
(1801-1866) as that site involved three buttes.
Jerry Connelly
Arcadia, Calif.
There are many stories as to the origin of
Pegleg's black nuggets and of finds having
been mistaken for it. Many of these stories, in
turn, have been printed in Desert Magazine.
We do know that there were at least three
"Pegleg" Smiths, all prospectors of about the
same era and all missing one leg. We further
know that one of the Smiths answering this
description died in a San Francisco flophouse
of alcoholism in the late 7860s. And, too, we
agree with Mr. Connelly that the "rockhound
who rested on the hillside" matches what we
know of the man w^p sent black nuggets to us
under the signature
"T.M.W.F.P.L.C."
[stands for The Man Who Found Pegleg's
Cold]. Lastly, the various Pegleg stories are
inconclusive as to the exact number of buttes
at the site.
In any case, the purpose of Mr. Connelly's
letter was an offer to buy a nugget from us at
$700 an ounce, a fair price on January 7, 1980
when he wrote his letter. Our collection is not

for sale but if any of our readers have some of
the mysterious nuggets and they wish to sell
one, they may contact Mr. Connelly by
writing him in care of this magazine. Ed.
ANYONE KNOW " D A D " EDSON?
For some years I've intended to write Desert
to see if anyone can give me information on a
man named " D a d " Edson. Or perhaps it was
"Old Dad" Edson. He was a friend of my
father and mother in the very early 1920s.
Don't know where they met him. My father
was a drifter then. Dad Edson lived in Cajon
Pass. I seem to recall a stone house—was just
a little boy then. I also can recall a great white
mustache and white hair. He was reputedly
Indian tighter, scout, buttalo hunter, and
wagon train guide. Also, he had spent years
prospecting the Mojave, or so I remember.
Still have a nice portrait picture of him.. Can
anyone help? I'm cynical enough to wonder if
maybe he wasn't a big windbag and I'd like to
find out differently.
Lt. Col. Thomas M. Conrow (Ret.)
Santa Rosa, CA
WANTS MORE MAPS
I enjoy your magazine and look forward each
month to armchair exploration trips. But
there is one thing I would like for you to do. I
try to locate on my inadequate maps the
places you are describing. Could you make a
drawing of the location within the state,
showing some well-known point of reference?
My maps show the main highways only.
Dorothy Brotherton
Springfield, Ore.
No sooner requested than done. This issue
contains three maps and we'll continue to use
them whenever we think you might not find
the place we're writing about. Ed.

A LETTER TO SUBSCRIBERS
We've been fighting the battle of
inflation here at Desert Magazine
and frankly, we're losing. The supplies we use in our typesetting
machines, for example, went up 40
to 60 percent as of Feb. 1, 1980, due
to comparable increases in the silver
and petroleum used as ingredients
in these materials. We're sorry but
effective with all subscriptions that
expire with our June, 1980 issue,
we're forced to raise our renewal
rates to $10 for one year or $19 for
two years. Three-year subscriptions
will be discontinued. So, PLEASE
RENEW OR EXTEND YOUR PRESENT SUBSCRIPTION NOW TO
BEAT THE PRICE RISE. And it's a
good time to think about sending
Desert to the home of a friend. Cift
subscriptions will go up with the
June issue, too.
Regretfully,
The Publishers of
Desert Magazine
Desert Magazine/April 1980

